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SUMMARY
Recent work has identified dozens of non-coding loci for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) risk, but their mechanisms
and AD transcriptional regulatory circuitry are poorly understood. Here, we profile epigenomic and transcrip-
tomic landscapes of 850,000 nuclei from prefrontal cortexes of 92 individuals with and without AD to build a
mapof thebrain regulome, includingepigenomicprofiles, transcriptional regulators, co-accessibilitymodules,
andpeak-to-gene links in a cell-type-specificmanner.Wedevelopmethods formultimodal integration andde-
tecting regulatory modules using peak-to-gene linking. We show AD risk loci are enriched in microglial en-
hancers and for specific TFs including SPI1, ELF2, and RUNX1. We detect 9,628 cell-type-specific ATAC-
QTL loci,whichwe integrate alongsidepeak-to-gene links to prioritizeAD variant regulatory circuits.We report
differential accessibility of regulatorymodules in lateAD in glia and in early AD in neurons. Strikingly, late-stage
AD brains show global epigenome dysregulation indicative of epigenome erosion and cell identity loss.
INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a highly heritable neurodegenerative

disorder that progresses from early-stage mild memory impair-

ment to late-stage dementia and affects tens of millions of indi-

viduals worldwide.1–5 Despite high AD heritability and decades

of research revealing dozens of robust and reproducible genetic

loci underlying AD risk, the mechanistic basis of these loci and of

AD regulatory circuitry remains largely unknown at the transcrip-

tional, epigenomic, and cellular level, thus hindering the search

for new therapeutics.6,7

In the last decade, genome-wide association studies (GWASs)

have tied dozens of genomic loci to AD risk,8,9 broadly impli-

cating amyloid-beta plaque formation and clearance, inflamma-

tion, and diverse microglial functions.10,11 The vast majority of

these AD risk loci are hypothesized to regulate genes by disrupt-

ing the non-coding genome, but complete mechanistic explana-
4422 Cell 186, 4422–4437, September 28, 2023 ª 2023 The Authors.
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tions require their (1) regulatory elements, (2) cell types of action,

(3) target genes, (4) causal variants in these loci, and (5) upstream

regulators whose binding they disrupt. In addition, measuring

variants’ quantitative effects on local chromatin accessibility or

expression, e.g., finding quantitative trait loci (QTLs), is a crucial

missing piece for elucidating disease-associated variant func-

tion. While mapping disease risk loci with QTLs from bulk healthy

tissue has met with limited success,12,13 possibly due to masked

cell-type-specific effects, approaches calling QTLs in the blood

at the single-cell resolution have successfully illuminated genetic

variation linked to blood and immune traits.14,15 In AD, previous

work has mapped epigenome QTLs in bulk brain and sorted mi-

croglia,16,17 but to date no studies have been powered to do this

in the brain at the single-cell level.

Systematic maps of epigenomic and transcriptional function

at single-cell resolution can help overcome some of these chal-

lenges and enable studying how molecular circuits are altered
Published by Elsevier Inc.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Study design and epigenomic landscape across human brain cell types

(A) Overview of study design, sample collection, single-cell profiling, and analyses.

(B) UMAP for snRNA-seq across major brain cell types.

(C) UMAP for snATAC-seq across major brain cell types based on the 500 bp tile matrix.

(D) ATAC-inferred gene expression across the marker gene sets from major cell types curated by PsychENCODE (mean, column-scaled).

(E) Number of peaks per cell type (union: peaks in 1+ cell types). TSS proximal is defined as regions within 2 kb of TSSs, and TSS distal is defined as intergenic

regions >2 kb from TSSs.

(F) GREAT enrichment annotation of cell-type-specific peaks (adjusted p value from GREAT binomial test).

(G) ChromVarmotif enrichment of the 44 candidate TF regulators identified across cell types. Left panel shows Pearson correlation between chromVar and ATAC-

inferred TF expression.

(H) Inferred gene expression of the regulators (ATAC gene-score using ArchR).

(legend continued on next page)
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during disease progression across different cell types and bio-

logical processes. Both GWAS-targeted and single-cell studies

of the aging brain have shed light into the transcriptomic involve-

ment of many brain cell types and roles of AD GWAS risk loci in

the disease’s stages.18–22 Other studies have dissected the bulk

or cell-type-specific epigenomic signatures of the healthy or AD

prefrontal cortex (PFC), in part to build epigenomic maps for lo-

cus dissection.23–25 Evaluating the AD regulome across disease

progression, as well as across cell types and their gene regula-

tory networks, would shed light on both disease-associated vari-

ation and dysregulation in AD. In addition, despite recent evi-

dence for increased somatic mutational burden, transcriptional

dysregulation, and epigenomic erosion in aging and AD,26,27

no study has examined cell-type-specific genome-wide epige-

nomic changes across chromatin states in AD.

Here, we present a single-cell-resolution population-scale

map of transcriptomic and epigenomic changes in the aging

brain and in AD in the context of genetic and phenotypic

differences. We profile transcriptional and epigenomic land-

scapes of 414,000 (snRNA-seq) and 437,000 individual nuclei

(snATAC-seq) from PFC samples of each of 92 human postmor-

tem brains withmatchedwhole-genome sequencing (WGS) data

across 48 non-AD, 29 early-stage AD, and 15 late-stage AD indi-

viduals. We develop an iterative machine learning framework

to integrate multi-modality single-nucleus data and create a

method to annotate high-resolution modules of co-accessible

sites to build a map of the regulome across 61 cell types in 7 ma-

jor groups, including cell-type-specific profiles, putative regula-

tors, co-accessibility modules, and enhancer-gene linking,

which we make available for visualization, download, and explo-

ration at http://compbio.mit.edu/ad_epigenome. This resource

enables us to map AD GWAS loci at the cell-type and regulator

levels and to jointly investigate genetic drivers of expression

and chromatin accessibility in the brain. We dissect regulome

changes by AD stage, reporting compositional changes and dif-

ferential accessibility at the module level in AD. We find a global

shift in the epigenome reflecting epigenomic erosion and loss of

cell-type identity in late AD, which is accompanied by a disrup-

tion of 3D genome structure and compartmentalization and

up-regulation of cohesin in neurons along AD progression that

we concurrently report (see Dileep et al.28 and Mathys et al.29

in this issue).

RESULTS

Single-nuclei RNA and ATAC profiling of postmortem
prefrontal cortices
We profiled 92 postmortem human brain prefrontal cortex

(PFC) samples from the Religious Order Study (ROS) and the

Rush Memory and Aging Project (MAP) including AD and age-

matched controls.30 We grouped individuals into non-AD (i.e.,

control; n = 48), early-stage AD (n = 29), and late-stage AD
(I) Regulator expression (snRNA-seq) across cell types. Right panel shows Pears

(J) Motif enrichment (left) and inferred gene expression (right) of candidate TF regu

microglia).

See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2.
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(n = 15) using 7 clinico-pathological measurements, as previ-

ously defined19 (Figure 1A; Table S1). We generated single-nu-

cleus transcriptomic (snRNA) and single-nucleus chromatin

accessibility based on the Assay for Transposase-Accessible

Chromatin (snATAC) profiling using the 10X Genomics platform,

resulting in 414,964 high-quality transcriptomes and 171,000

high-quality epigenomes (Figure 1A) after stringent quality con-

trol (STAR Methods).

We annotated the 414,000 snRNA-seq cells from matched in-

dividuals with seven major cell type groups and identified high-

resolution cellular subtypes, including 14 excitatory subtypes,

25 inhibitory subtypes, and 22 glial and vascular subtypes

(Figures 1B and S1A; see also Mathys et al.29 in this issue). For

snATAC-seq cells, we performed stringent quality control (QC)

based on transcription start site (TSS) enrichment and number

of unique fragments (Figure S1B; STAR Methods). Chromatin

accessibility information alone unambiguously distinguished

the 7 major cell types in the brain and resulted in highly compact

clusters for each of the cell types (Figures 1C, 1D, S1C, and

S1D). These included 22,000 excitatory neurons, 21,000 inhibi-

tory neurons, 101,000 oligodendrocytes, 10,000 astrocytes,

7,200 oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs), 8,600 microglia,

and 1,200 vascular cells (Figure 1C) and showed negligible tech-

nical or batch effects (Figure S1B).

We identified 367,242 unique ATAC peaks overall, with 80,000

to 200,000 in each cell type (except for vascular cells, likely due

to their limited cell number) (Figures 1E and S1E). We found

130,193 peaks that showed cell-type specificity (Figure S1F),

defined based on the fold change of peak intensity over other

cell types (STAR Methods). Cell-type-specific peaks were

consistent with cell type gene expression specificity (Figure S1G)

and were enriched for cell-type-specific functional pathways,

including synaptic signaling for neurons, axon ensheathment

for oligodendrocytes, extracellular matrix organization and

vasculature development in pericytes and endothelial cells,

and chondroitin sulfate biosynthesis in OPCs (Figure 1F).

To predict candidate upstream regulators that may be shaping

the chromatin accessibility landscape of brain cells and contrib-

uting to cell type identity and cell fate specification, we used

chromVar to calculate the enrichment of transcription factors

(TFs) as measured by their motif accessibility (STAR Methods;

Table S2; Figure 1G). To better identify bona fide regulators,

we also measured regulator expression and its correlation with

motif enrichment across cells (Figure 1H). We discovered 44

high-confidence candidate regulators that show strong correla-

tions between TF enrichment and ATAC-inferred expression and

between ATAC-inferred expression and RNA-measured expres-

sion (Pearson > 0.5, false discovery rate [FDR] < 0.01) (STAR

Methods; Figures 1G–1I), including NEUROD2/D6, MEF2C,

and EGR family TFs in excitatory neurons; STAT4 for inhibitory

neurons; MEF2A sharing between the two neuron types and mi-

croglia; EMX2 and NFIA in astrocytes and OPCs; SOX2/10 and
on correlation between expression and ATAC-inferred TF expression.

lators (NeuroD6 in excitatory neurons, SOX10 in oligodendrocytes, and SPI1 in

http://compbio.mit.edu/ad_epigenome
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FOXN2 in oligodendrocytes; and SPI1/B and IRF5/8 in microglia.

NEUROD6, SOX10, and SPI1 are displayed as examples of

candidate regulators functioning in excitatory, oligodendrocyte,

and microglia cells, respectively (Figure 1J). The cell-type spec-

ificity of these regulators was further supported by the presence

of TF footprints in the appropriate cell types (Figure S1H).

A cell-type-specific RNA-ATAC integration framework
In order to jointly resolve intra-cell heterogeneity within eachma-

jor cell type and build a high-quality map of regulatory circuitry,

we developed a cell-type-specific snRNA-snATAC integration

framework that draws on distal regulatory element linking to

enable high-resolution snATAC annotation. Our method itera-

tively refines a cell-cell graph across snRNA and snATAC, alter-

nating between improving peak-to-gene links and using links

to re-estimate gene expression from ATAC profiles in each

snATAC-seq cell (Figure 2A). We integrated each major cell

type separately in order to model intra-cell-type heterogeneity

instead of inter-cell-type heterogeneity. We merged the cell-

type-specific integrations to build a joint cell-cell graph between

modalities and transferred high-resolution subtype annotations

from the snRNA cells to the snATAC cells (Figures 2B and 2C).

A joint UniformManifold Approximation andProjection (UMAP)

from this graph shows how our ATAC-inferred gene-score

matches the RNA gene expression distribution (Figure 2B). The

integrated and transferred RNA and ATAC subtypes show well-

aligned marker gene expression and gene-score (Figures 2D

and 2E), with much improved alignment between RNA and

ATAC profiles of subtype marker genes in our integration over

scGLUE and Seurat, two state-of-the-art single-cell modality

integration methods based on deep learning and canonical cor-

relation analysis, respectively (Figure S2A).31,32 We profiled an

additional 19 medial frontal cortex (MFC) samples using single-

nucleus multiome sequencing (joint ATAC and RNA) for a subset

of individuals in our cohort, whichweusedas aground truth data-

set inwhich to evaluate our integrationmethod.Ourmethod inde-

pendently assigned both modalities of a multiome cell to the

samehigh-resolution cell type 85.4%of the time,whereas Seurat

had a lower matching performance (79.5% of the time).

We computed a final set of peak-to-gene links for each cell

type using the snATAC-snRNA integration, first building a set

of z-scored peak-gene co-accessibility and accessibility-

expression correlations and then training regression models on

these features to classify high-confidence peak-to-gene links

(Figure S2B; Table S3). Resulting peak-to-gene links have on

average 21 linked peaks per gene (Figure S2C) and decay in fre-

quency as genomic distance increases (Figure S2D). These cell-
Figure 2. snATAC and snRNA integration enables peak-to-gene link ca

(A) Schematic for the cell-type-specific integration framework.

(B) UMAP of joint ATAC and RNA cell embedding (top) with major cell type assig

(C) UMAP of joint embedding colored with the high-resolution sub-cell-type anno

(D) Gene expression of marker genes across sub-cell-types in snRNA.

(E) Estimated gene-score of marker genes across sub-cell-types in snATAC.

(F) Recovery (AUPRC) of cell-type-specific PLAC-seq by inferred links (ABC, a

across peak sets.

(G) Precision-recall curves for cell-type-specific PLAC-seq.

(H) GREAT enrichment of cell-type-specific ATAC modules (adjusted p value fro

See also Figure S2 and Tables S3 and S4.
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type-specific peak-to-gene links showed superior recovery of

Plac-seq (Proximity ligation-assisted ChIP-seq)11 interactions

in four cell types compared to other existing approaches, espe-

cially in the cases of distal peak-gene interactions where a peak

is not linked to the nearest gene (Figures 2F, 2G, S2E, and S2F).

Epigenomic landscapes and regulatory circuitry
Notably, we did not observe large effect size interactions between

any single pair of peaks and genes, suggesting that expression is

coordinated by multiple distal accessible sites. We developed a

framework to group peaks into co-accessibility modules for

each major cell type (Table S4; STAR Methods). Briefly, our

method calculates a joint decomposition of snATAC profiles

and estimated gene-scores per cell to calculate clusters of peaks

per cell type (modules). We identified 219 co-accessibility mod-

ules across cell types, each with an average of 954 peaks, which

are split into distal (17%on average), TSS-proximal (21%), exonic

(17%), and intronic peaks (45%). We found that 66.2% of mod-

ules had over 50% of their peaks within a single chromosome,

possibly capturing local cis-regulatory structure, but the majority

of modules spanned multiple chromosomes (on average 15 per

module), which may reflect trans-regulation. Additionally, on

average, eachmodule had 524 unique nearest genes to its peaks,

and each gene was linked to 8 distinct modules, indicating that

these modules cooperate to influence gene expression.

Many peak modules were significantly enriched for upstream

TF regulators (Figure S2G; Table S4), connecting upstream regu-

latorswith downstream targets and suggesting specific sub-pro-

grams in each cell type. Astrocyte modules showed highly strat-

ified TF enrichments, including for SOX9/13 (M3), ETV6/7 (M6),

RORA/B/C (M7), and STAT1/STAT3 (M2) (Figure S2H).33 Other

notable enrichments included ZBED1 (OPC M1), which is linked

to cellular proliferation,34 NFKB1/2 (microglia M7), and NFY fam-

ily TFs (oligodendrocyte M10), which regulate metabolic path-

ways including lipid and cholesterol biosynthesis.35 Multiple

modules were enriched for AP-1 family TFs, and a large set of

modules showed broad enrichments for a number of enhancer-

associated factors, including KLF and ETV family motifs, sug-

gesting that modules stratify by promoter and enhancer drivers.

These peak modules act on distinct downstream pathways

even within the same cell types (Figure 2H). Across 219modules,

we found 2,364 unique highly enriched Gene Ontology (GO)

terms (via GREAT),36 with an average of 54 GO terms enriched

per module (Table S4), suggesting that these modules capture

functional units, not just local chromatin compartments or broad

cell identity programs. Cell-type-specific module enrichments

included synapse and ion channel-related terms in neurons,
lling

nments (bottom).

tation.

ctivity-by-contact method). Error bar indicates standard deviation of AUPRC

m GREAT hypergeometric test).
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Figure 3. AD-GWAS enrichment and variant prioritization in microglia

(A) Heritability enrichment of peaks in each cell type (shared peaks: 5+ cell types). Enrichment p value from S-LDSC via z-score calculation.

(B) Heritability enrichment of microglia peaks partitioned by genomic location. Enrichment p value from S-LDSC via z-score calculation.

(C) Scatterplot of heritability enrichment of TFBS-intersected microglia peaks (blue dotted line is overall microglia enrichment). FDR adjusted p value from

S-LDSC via z-score calculation.

(D) AD-GWAS loci located in gene-linked peaks for each cell type (p values from AD-GWAS).

(E) Multiple lines of evidence supporting prioritized SNP-gene pairs in microglia. TFBSs containing the prioritized variants are shown on the right.

(F) Example of prioritized AD-GWAS variant rs9648346 predicted to target JAZF1 in microglia. rs9648346 is in a microglia-specific peak and interferes with SPI1

binding sites; the link is supported by microglia eQTL and microglia PLAC-seq.

(G) Example of prioritized variant rs867611 that is predicted to target PICALM in microglia. rs867611 is an AD-GWAS lead variant at the locus and is prioritized by

the multi-evidence framework.

See also Figure S3 and Table S5.
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immune activation and inflammatory terms in microglia, carbo-

hydrate metabolism and myelination in oligodendrocytes, and

extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling in OPCs (Figure 2H).

These highly specific TF and functional enrichments suggest

that peak co-accessibility modules often represent specific reg-

ulatory programs describing the AD epigenomic landscape and

that they alsowould form a suitable basis set for ATAC profile ag-

gregation in differential peak analysis.

Cell-type-specific epigenomic enrichment of AD-GWAS
We next performed linkage disequilibrium (LD) score regression

(LDSC)37 to estimate the heritability enrichment of risk loci identi-

fied in the most recent AD GWAS study8 in each of the major cell
types’ ATAC peak sets. As expected, we found that microglia

peaks are strongly and specifically enriched for AD heritability,

and peaks from other cell types and constitutive peaks (in 5+ cell

types) show no enrichment (Figure 3A).10 Analysis of peaks inde-

pendently identified in AD and control samples showed a consis-

tent microglia-specific enrichment signal that was modestly but

not significantly higher in AD (Figures S3A and S3B). Further parti-

tioning microglia peaks based on their genomic annotations

showed that enhancers are most enriched for heritability (Fig-

ure 3B).Weextended thisGWASenrichment analysis into24other

traits and observed that other brain-related traits including schizo-

phrenia, bipolar disorder, and neuroticism were enriched for

neuronal epigenomes and that the microglial epigenome was
Cell 186, 4422–4437, September 28, 2023 4427
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more relevant to immune-relateddisorders (FigureS3C; Table S5).

LDSC analysis at the sub-cell-type level further revealed the cell

types of action at a higher resolution (Figure S3D; Table S5).

To identify upstream regulators of AD risk in microglia, we in-

tersected microglia peaks with the transcription factor binding

sites (TFBSs) of the candidate TF regulators in microglia

(Figures 1G–1I), estimated heritability enrichment of the TFBS-

containing peaks (Table S5), and discovered that 6 of 12 TFs

showed higher fold enrichment of AD-GWAS signal compared

to microglia baseline (with weaker enrichment p values, likely

due to the smaller peak sets) (Figure 3C). The binding sites of

two important microglial transcriptional regulators, RUNX1, a

TF regulating microglial maturation and proliferation, and SPI1,

an AD risk locus itself, showed higher heritability enrichment

both by fold enrichment and significance level, suggesting active

regulatory roles for these TFs in AD risk loci.38 By contrast, the

binding sites of interferon-regulatory factor family TFs IRF1/2/

5/8, which had clear microglia epigenome-specific enrichments

and TF footprinting, were relatively depleted for AD-GWAS loci

(Figures 3C and S3E). This is consistent with the previous obser-

vation that IRF family TFs regulate microglia function through an

indirect effect downstream of BIN1.39 Microglia TFBS-contain-

ing peaks display preferences in their genomic distribution,

which may correspond to different modes of regulation (Fig-

ure S3F). For instance, SP4/KLF13-intersected peaks are prefer-

entially located in TSS proximal regions, whereas SPI1- and

RUNX1-intersected peaks are biased toward enhancer regions,

suggesting a role for AD risk loci in modifying enhancer function

at binding sites for enhancer-specific TFs.

Cell-type-specific prioritization of AD-GWAS variants
We next sought to prioritize AD-GWAS variants based on our ep-

igenomic annotations and peak-to-gene links. We first overlap-

ped genome-wide significant (p < 5 3 10�8) AD GWAS variants

with peaks that had linked genes and found cell-type-specific

overlaps for 19 loci (Figure 3D). Almost all loci overlapped micro-

glial peaks (18 loci), consistent with the heritability enrichments,

and astrocytes and excitatory neurons overlapped half of the loci

(9 and 8 loci, respectively). Three loci were solely found in micro-

glia peaks, including peaks near microglial TF SPI1 and myeloid

receptors TREM2/TREML2, and 8 loci appeared in multiple cell

types, including BIN1, CLU, and APP (Figure 3D).

We then prioritized functional AD-GWAS variants for each over-

lapped locus based on peak-to-gene links supported by multiple

lines of evidence, including genetic links (expression quantitative

trait loci [eQTLs]) and physical interactions from HiChIP and

PLAC-seq11,24 (Figure S3G; Table S5). We discovered eight

genes that were specifically prioritized inmicroglia, includingPIC-

ALM, SCIMP, JAZF1, and HLA�DRB1, and several loci that

were prioritized in multiple cell types (Figure S3H). While 16 of

the 19 genes prioritized in microglia were previously finemap-

ped,8,11,16,40 we prioritized three genes that are potentially down-

stream targets of AD-GWAS loci, including KANSL1-AS1, ACE,

and CARF. Among the 19 AD-GWAS variants prioritized in micro-

glia, 12 of them were located within a TF motif (Figure 3E). These

TFs included putative microglial and immune regulators such as

SPI1/C, SP4, and IRF2, which suggested that the prioritized

variants may disrupt microglial-specific regulatory circuitry. For
4428 Cell 186, 4422–4437, September 28, 2023
example, our analysis prioritized the rs9648346 variant in the

JAZF1 locus (lead variant rs1160871; AD-GWAS p = 9.8e�9),

which is located in a microglia-specific peak, disrupts an SPI1

binding site, targets the JAZF1 gene, and is supported by micro-

glia-specific eQTLs and PLAC-seq (Figure 3F). JAZF1 is a

glucose-production-promoting transcriptional repressor that

has been tied to PI3K/Akt, which in turn are implicated in tau

phosphorylation in AD through GSK3B inactivation.41,42 Similarly,

the lead variant for the PICALM locus, rs867611, is prioritized to

regulate the PICALM gene in microglia based on both single-

cell eQTL and interaction evidence (Figure 3G). Notably, in both

the JAZF1 and PICALM loci, the genes’ promoters are constitu-

tively open across all major cell types, but distal peak accessibility

and regulatory circuitry are cell-type-specific for microglia.

Single-cell ATAC-QTLs colocalize with AD-GWAS
To identify cell-type-specific genetic drivers of chromatin acces-

sibility, we performed ATAC-QTL (aQTL) calling at the major cell

type level. Before calling aQTL, we first evaluated potential allelic

bias from read mapping and found no difference in peak activity

between minor and major alleles (Figure S4A). We identified

9,628 genetically associated peaks (gPeaks) across 2,895 in

excitatory neurons, 1,096 in inhibitory neurons, 1,285 in astro-

cytes, 2,561 in oligodendrocytes, 754 in OPCs, and 1,064 in mi-

croglia (Figure 4A; Table S5). While the microglia epigenome is

strongly enriched for AD-GWAS signal, including the AD status

of individuals as a covariate when calling aQTLs had a negligible

effect on microglia aQTL identification (Figure S4B). The aQTLs

tended to be located near their associated gPeaks at a median

distance of 23 kb (aQTLs were called within 100 kb of peaks),

with 18.2% within 10 kb and 7.0% within 1 kb of their gPeak

(Figure S4C). To investigate the sharing and specificity of aQTLs

between cell types,we studied the consistency of aQTLdirection-

ality across cell types, mitigating false cell-type-specificity calls

caused by p value threshold selection (STAR Methods).43 For

the aQTLs that are significant in a discovery cell type but do not

pass the significance threshold in the replication cell type, aQTL

effect directions are over 93% consistent once the nominal p

value in the replication cell type is belowp= 0.1 and 100%consis-

tent when the nominal p value reaches 13 10�5 (Figures 4B and

S4D). We estimated the aQTL sharing for each pair of major cell

types using thismethod and found that aQTL sharing is consistent

with the cell type similarity (Figure S4E; STAR Methods).

We next searched for AD-GWAS risk variants with aQTL effects

in order to find candidate regulatory mechanisms for AD-GWAS

loci. We found 631 variants that showed shared genetic effects

at a sub-threshold level (5310�8 < p value < 1310�5) inmicroglia

as both aQTLs and AD risk loci (Figure S4F). AD-GWAS and aQTL

loci were highly orthogonal, with the vast majority (>99%) being

either aQTL or AD-GWAS only (considering both genome-wide

significant and sub-threshold loci), even for microglia aQTLs (Fig-

ure S4F). Heritability enrichment analysis confirmed that AD-

GWAS risk loci were not enriched for aQTL gPeaks in any cell

type (Figure S4G). To better understand the regulatory effects of

shared loci, we jointly co-localized aQTLs with AD-GWAS loci

and overlaid these loci with cell-type-matched single-cell eQTLs

(STAR Methods). We discovered a total of 69 aQTL-GWAS

colocalization events (Figure S4H; Table S5). As an example,
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Figure 4. ATAC-QTL analysis and colocalization with AD-GWAS

(A) ATAC-QTL (aQTL) Manhattan plot (lead SNP shown), colored by cell types. Nearest genes of the top aQTL loci from each cell type are indicated. Barplot inset

shows the number of genetically associated peaks (gPeaks) discovered in each cell type. p values calculated by FastQTL, with multiple testing performed based

on permutation.

(B) Directionality consistency (shown by the right axis) analysis of aQTL effect size (left y axis) between cell types. For the significant aQTLs in the discovery cell

type, the consistency increases as the p value significance (x axis) of the replication cell type increases for aQTLs with both positive effect (right half-plane) and

negative effect (left half-plane). The top panel represents the distribution of aQTL loci within each p value bin. Separated plots that show the pairwise cell-type

comparison are shown in Figure S4C. p values from FastQTL regression.

(C) Example of consistent genetic colocalization across AD-GWAS, cell-type-specific eQTL, and aQTL for the SCIMP locus in excitatory neurons (lead variant

shown as triangle).

(D) Example of aQTL-AD-GWAS colocalization near the LGMN locus in microglia, with a non-colocalized eQTL in the locus.

(E) Example of aQTL-AD-GWAS colocalized locus without any eQTL signal observed in the locus.

See also Figure S4 and Table S5.
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rs77972827, near the SCIMP locus, is a lead SNP for the AD-

GWAS, a sub-threshold aQTL for excitatory neurons, and an

eQTL for SCIMP in L2–3 excitatory neurons (Figure 4C). However,

outside of 20% (n = 14) of aQTL-GWAS colocalized loci with a

concordant eQTL effect, most either show a discordant eQTL

effect (70%, 48 loci; Figure 4D) or are missing an eQTL (10%,

n = 7; Figure 4E).

AD-relevant transcriptomic and epigenomic changes
To identify the genes and regulatory regions that are potentially

involved in AD etiology, we performed AD-differential gene and

ATAC peak calling in each major cell type and found that gene
expression and ATAC peak changes were broadly consistent

in each cell type (Figure S5A; Table S6). Peaks linked to differen-

tial genes inmicroglia were enriched for AD risk loci, driven by AD

upregulated microglial genes, which may play an important role

in AD heritability (Figure S5B). To map altered regulatory pro-

grams in AD, we also asked which co-accessibility modules

haddifferential ATACaccessibility acrossADstages (FigureS5C;

Table S6). We found 15 differential modules between non-

AD and early-AD, dominated by excitatory neuron changes,

including increased accessibility of modules related to RNA

metabolism, apoptosis-linked mitochondrial function, and phos-

pholipase D activity, which has been implicated in AD lipid
Cell 186, 4422–4437, September 28, 2023 4429
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Figure 5. AD-differential cell composition and ATAC changes

(A) GREAT functional enrichments of AD-differentially accessiblemodules (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). Onlymodules with at least one significant differential

accesibility result are shown (nebula FDR < 0.05, log2FC shown). �log10(FDR) enrichments correspond to GREAT hypergeometric test.

(B) Major cell type compositional changes in snRNA-seq comparing non-AD, early-AD, and late-AD participants (p values fromAnova using propeller). Right panel

is the total number of cells.

(C) Major cell type compositional changes in snATAC-seq (p values from propeller Anova).

(D) Sub-cell-type compositional changes in snATAC-seq between non-AD, early-AD, and late-AD participants (fractions within each major cell type) (p values

from propeller Anova).

See also Figure S5 and Table S6.
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regulation.44 By contrast, 74 differential modules between early-

AD and late-AD showed mostly glial differences, with almost

two-thirds (45) in OPCs and oligodendrocytes, including acces-

sibility changes for modules related to protein processing and in

metabolism-associatedmodules related to protein lipidation and

glycosylation. Microglia showed increased accessibility in regu-

latory modules tied to ECM remodeling and interleukin-11

signaling (Figures 5A and S5C). Module-level differential analysis

also mitigated power issues driven by ATAC sparsity, as a more

typical single-peak approach did not yield any individually signif-

icant differential peaks after multi-testing correction, even when

only testing peaks linked to differentially expressed genes.
4430 Cell 186, 4422–4437, September 28, 2023
We next asked if cell type composition is affected by AD pro-

gression, based on both our epigenomic and transcriptomic sin-

gle-nucleus datasets. Despite AD neuronal loss reported in the

hippocampus and entorhinal cortex,45 we found that our prefron-

tal cortex snRNA-seq samples did not exhibit significant

changes in the fraction of neurons (Figure 5B). By contrast, our

snATAC-seq data showed a substantial decrease of neurons,

especially excitatory neurons, perhaps indicating an epige-

nome-specific loss of neuronal identity (Figure 5C). Among glial

cells, astrocytes showed a significant compositional decrease

during AD progression in the snRNA-seq but not the snATAC-

seq (Figures 5B and 5C). We also asked whether specific
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subtypes of neurons and glia showed compositional changes

during AD progression (Figures 5D and S5D). High-resolution

subtypes within each major cell type showed consistent direc-

tionality of compositional change during AD progression be-

tween ATAC and RNA cells, including a significant decrease in

an inhibitory subtype (Inh ENOX2 SPHKAP) (Figures 5D

and S5D).

Cell identity loss in late-stage AD
The discrepancy in cell composition changes during AD progres-

sion between ATAC and RNA cells prompted us to look into both

snATAC-specificquality control filteringstepsandcell identity loss

in the AD samples. We first observed that the late-stage AD sam-

ples showed a significant decrease in TSS enrichment compared

to the non-AD and early-stage AD individuals (Figure S6A), which

was not accounted for by either sample’s postmortem interval

(PMI) or individuals’ age of death (Figure S6B). Furthermore, the

number of fragments per cell, another commonly used quality

metric, showed no noticeable difference between the AD groups

(Figure S6A), suggesting that this TSS enrichment depletion was

linked to AD pathology and not sample quality.

Given the observation that the TSS enrichment difference is

related to AD pathology, we reclaimed the snATAC Unique Mo-

lecular Identifiers (UMIs) that were initially removed by requiring

TSS enrichment >6 in order to properly study cell changes in

late-stage AD (STAR Methods). We confirmed that the late-

stage AD samples were significantly enriched for the reclaimed

cells (Figure S6C). We then re-performed dimensionality reduc-

tion and cell clustering on the resulting 437,000 nuclei, repre-

senting a 2.5-fold increase in the number of kept snATAC

UMIs. Interestingly, in addition to the seven major cell types

that were clearly separated, we further identified populations

that showed weaker cell identity scores that we broadly

termed ‘‘de-identified’’ cells. These included de-identified cells

originating from oligodendrocytes (Oligo-deid; n = 68,000),

excitatory neurons (Ex-deid; n = 58,000), inhibitory neurons
Figure 6. Cell identity loss and epigenome erosion in late-stage AD

(A) UMAP for snATAC-seq (TSS enrichment >1), colored by major cell types.

(B) Major and de-identified cell type compositional changes in snATAC-seq comp

propeller; see inset for magnification).

(C) Scatterplot of the fraction of de-identified oligodendrocytes in this study vers

9 individuals shared between the two studies. Boxplots show cell-fraction comp

(D) Log-fold change of the fraction of reads in chromatin states (ChromHMM) b

cell types.

(E) Example pseudo-bulk ATAC signal for normal and de-identified cells in cell-typ

the signal distribution in intergenic regions.

(F) UMAP of cell-level erosion scores, quantified based on the distribution of rea

(G) Erosion score comparison between different AD groups in each cell type (Wi

(H) Average oligodendrocyte ATAC profiles at compartment A/B boundaries (left/

of means within compartments after/before A/B boundaries (insets) and the diffe

(I) Difference between boundaries A and B for each AD group in each cell type.

(J) Joint immunostaining of Lamin-B1 and NeuN on a low-erosion MFC sample. Th

NeuN (bottom left), Lamin B1 (top right), and Hoechst (bottom right) in the bottom

(K) Examples of low and high erosion samples at two magnifications (left and cent

masks created around NeuN-positive cell surfaces. Quantification of LaminB1 in

erosion samples (n = 85–173) (t test, error bar is standard error).

(L) Differential TF motif enrichments between de-identified cells versus normal c

dendrocytes (orange) based on chromVar (from TF regulators in Figure 1G).

See also Figure S6 and Table S7.
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(In-deid; n = 22,000), astrocytes (Ast-deid; n = 3,400), OPCs

(OPC-deid; n = 4,300), and microglia (Mic-deid; n = 5,100), as

well as a cell group that did not show any cell type signature

(de-identified; n = 34,000) (Figure 6A).

We found that late-AD samples, rather than early-AD samples,

were significantly enriched for the de-identified cells and

depleted for the corresponding normal cells across multiple ma-

jor cell types (Figure 6B). This was consistent with the decreased

TSS enrichment seen in late-AD samples and suggested that

these de-identified cells were driven by disease progression,

rather than technical artifacts. We have previously reported tran-

scriptomic cell identity loss during AD progression in well-based

single-cell RNA-seq profiling, where QC cutoffs for read counts

do not affect the recovery of individual nuclei.46 For the 9 donors

shared by our current and previous studies, (2 non-AD, 4 early-

AD, and 3 late-AD; Table S7), we found a very strong correspon-

dence (R2 = 0.87, p = 2.4e�4) in the fraction of de-identified cells,

despite the different modalities and independent studies (Fig-

ure 6C). Moreover, for the samples that were not shared between

the two studies, the late-AD samples consistently showed a

significantly higher proportion of de-identified cells in each study

separately (side panels, Figure 6C), indicating that the relative

increase of de-identified cells in late-AD is robustly observed

across modalities.

Global epigenomic alteration during cell identity loss
We further studied the epigenomic landscapes of de-identified

cells during AD progression to understandwhy their epigenomes

cluster separately from those of normal cells. Cell identity loss in

bulk tissue has been proposed to be driven by epigenomic

erosion, a progressive loss of clear epigenomic delineations be-

tween active, inactive, and repressed regions.47–49 However,

since erosion has not been studied or reported at individual-

cell resolution, it is unclear whether previously observed erosion

signatures might in part result from changes in cell composition.

We thus sought snATAC-based evidence of epigenomic erosion
aring late-stage AD to control and early-stage AD (p values from Anova using

us the fraction of undetermined/dying snRNA cells from Kousi et al.46 for the

arisons between AD groups within each study (Wilcoxon).

etween de-identified cells vs. the corresponding normal cells for four major

e-specific peaks (blue box) and constitutive peaks (yellow). Right panels show

ds in ChromHMM states (higher score represents increased erosion).

lcoxon).

right) for non-AD, early-AD, and late-AD participants. Barplots show difference

rence between the aggregate signals (bottom panels).

e inset shows a single z stack with LaminB1/NeuN/Hoechst together (top left),

panel.

er, Lamin B1 and Hoechst). Intensity of Lamin B1 expression was measured on

tensity (right) across 5 low (n = 91–164 NeuN-positive cell surfaces) and 5 high

ells for excitatory neurons (green), inhibitory neurons (light green), and oligo-
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at single-cell resolution and evaluated whether these helped

explain epigenomic changes of de-identified cells in AD patients.

Indeed, we found that de-identified oligodendrocyte, excit-

atory, and inhibitory neuron cells were less open in active epige-

nomic regions as defined by ChromHMM states in prefrontal cor-

tex,50,51 including enhancers and promoters, and more open in

repressive regions, including heterochromatic, quiescent, and

zinc fingers gene and repeat-associated states (ZNF/Rpts) (Fig-

ure 6D), consistent with signatures of epigenome erosion previ-

ously revealed at the bulk level. To gain a better intuition of

changes in accessibility during epigenome erosion, we evaluated

the broader epigenomic context surrounding the GAD2 locus, a

known marker gene for inhibitory neurons (Figure 6E). Although

the de-identified cells retain cell-type-specific ATAC signals at

the TSSs in the locus, they have a dramatically increased non-

peak intergenic background signal, suggesting that these cells

have a less tightly controlled chromatin accessibility landscape.

To quantify erosion at the single-cell level, we defined and

calculated an integrated ‘‘erosion score’’ based on the relative

distribution of reads in repressive versus active chromatin states

genome-wide for each cell (Figure 6F; STAR Methods). Despite

the fact that these scores were calculated independently from

cluster- and marker-driven de-identified cell calls, cell-level

erosion scores were highly predictive for de-identified status

(p < 2.2e�16, R = 0.56; Figure 6A) and were unrelated to other

quality metrics, such as the number of fragments per cell

(R = 0.1; Figures S6D and S6E). We compared the stage-specific

distributions of erosion scores and confirmed that late-AD sam-

ples had significantly higher epigenomic erosion than non-AD

and early-AD samples, while non-AD and early-AD samples

had similar distributions of erosion scores (Figures 6G and

S6F), consistent with late-stage cell identity loss (Figure 6B).

As additional evidence for the erosion of active chromatin states

in AD, we compared AD upregulated and downregulated regions

from a published AD ChIP-seq study profiling H3K27ac, a

marker of active epigenomic regions52 (Figure S6G). Indeed,

we found that AD downregulated H3K27ac regions were

preferentially located in active enhancer and promoter regions,

whereas AD upregulated regions were enriched for repressive

chromatin states; we concluded that the AD-associated

changes observed based on chromatin accessibility are also

reflected in histone modifications (Figure 6D).

Since one of the hallmarks of epigenome erosion is decreased

3D genome compartmentalization,49 we next examined the dis-

tribution of the ATAC signals surrounding active (A) and repres-

sive (B) compartments (Figures 6H and 6I). In oligodendrocytes,

as an example, late-AD samples showed amore diffuse increase

and decrease of chromatin accessibility at A and B compartment

boundaries, respectively, compared to non-AD and early-AD

samples (Figure 6H). Moreover, late-AD samples showed

dramatically reduced differences between ATAC signal at

compartment A versus signal at compartment B (bottom panel,

Figure 6H). We quantified the difference in signal between com-

partments across all of the major cell types and found that late-

AD samples consistently exhibited a reduced change in accessi-

bility between compartments A and B (Figure 6I), indicating

weaker compartmentalization and reduced 3D genome organi-

zation in AD, which we report concurrently (see Dileep et al.28).
We generated single-nucleus multiome profiles (mentioned

above for integration benchmarking in ‘‘A cell-type-specific

RNA-ATAC integration framework’’) using 12 and 7 MFC sam-

ples from individuals with low and high epigenomic erosion in

the prefrontal cortex, respectively, in order to validate and further

explore the epigenomic erosion observed in the snATAC-seq of

late-AD individuals (Table S1). We repeated the analysis of the

original cohort in the snATAC data modality of the multiome for

cells with TSS enrichment >1 (147,754 cells in total). Just as in

the original snATAC-seq dataset, the multiome dataset con-

tained multiple clusters of deidentified cells with eroded cellular

identity (Figure S6H), which were highly enriched in the high

erosion samples (Figures S6I and S6J). The eroded cells from

MFC samples recapitulated the chromatin state changes

observed in the PFC samples (Figure S6K) and matched the

erosion score distributions from the PFC data (Figure S6L).

We then performed joint immunostaining of Lamin-B1 and

NeuN (as a neuronal marker) on MFC samples from 6 individuals

with and 6 individuals without erosion signatures in their PFC epi-

genome (Figure 6J). We found that Lamin-B1 signal in neurons

was significantly lower in the high erosion samples than in the

samples from individuals without epigenome erosion (Figure 6K).

This is consistent with the reduction of nuclear lamina compo-

nents observed in the epigenome of aging mice53 and is an

orthogonal validation of the epigenomic erosion and disruption

of the 3D genome in late-stage AD, showing a striking difference

in the nuclear lamina of AD and control individuals of similar ages.

Finally, we asked which regions were differentially accessible

during erosion both between normal and de-identified cells and

in cells binned by erosion score. We found that upregulated re-

gions in eroded cells were enriched for developmental processes

andcell-cell adhesionpathways,whereasdownregulated regions

wereenriched forDNAdamageandrepairprocesses (FigureS6M;

Table S7). These epigenomic and transcriptomic results parallel

the changes observed during the de-differentiation process of

neuronal cells in ADetiology.54,55We also calculatedwhich genes

were differentially expressed with increasing erosion in the

transcriptomes of deidentified multiome cells. Enrichments for

erosion-associated differentially expressed genes (DEGs) (434

up, 387down; FigureS6N; TableS7) paralleled thoseof theepige-

nomic analysis, with upregulated genes enriched for cell-cell

adhesion and GTPase signaling and downregulated genes en-

riched for neuronal components and synapse-associated terms

(Figure S6O). Downregulated enrichments were driven by impor-

tant neuronal-function-related genes such as SYNPR, TENM1,

and NRXN3. Top upregulated genes in eroded cells included

MAML2, a NOTCH-related transcriptional coactivator, and

neuronal-development-implicated TF ZFHX3, suggesting a reset

of the transcriptional landscape for neurons (Figure S6N).56,57

Erosion DEGs significantly overlapped AD DEGs (see Mathys

et al.29 in this issue) and showed the strongest overlapswith upre-

gulatedDEGs for global cognition and tangle density (FigureS6P).

In addition, we asked which TF binding sites showed differential

accessibility in erosion to identify regulators potentially implicated

in epigenome erosion (Figure 6L). Intriguingly, while most TFs

showed reduced TF motif enrichment in eroded cells, zinc finger

E-box binding homeobox transcription factor 1 (ZEB1), involved

in both epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and cellular
Cell 186, 4422–4437, September 28, 2023 4433
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senescence, instead had significantly more accessible binding

sites in excitatory neurons with high erosion scores.58

DISCUSSION

Our study reports the transcriptional and epigenomic land-

scapes of over 800,000 individual nuclei frommatched postmor-

tem prefrontal cortex samples of 92 ROSMAP individuals in the

context of AD.We develop an iterative computational framework

to integrate ATAC and RNA nuclei and concurrently build peak-

to-gene regulatory circuits. With this resource, we interrogate

the regulome dynamics of AD progression, identify ATAC-

QTLs, prioritize AD GWAS variants and reveal their target genes,

and uncover cell identity loss driven by epigenomic erosion at

the late stage of AD progression.

Inspecting both epigenome and transcriptome allows us to

observe coordinated changes that would otherwise not be de-

tected in isolation. We demonstrate that similar pathways are

dysregulated in both the epigenome and transcriptome in the

same cell types and see similar changes in cell type proportions

when we evaluate epigenomic and transcriptomic landscapes.

Despite sparse measurements of genes or peaks in single-cell

data, our approaches, aggregating similarly regulated portions

of the epigenome, enable us to connect non-coding enhancers

to target genes, uncover upstream regulators and their down-

stream pathways, and identify AD differential changes.

Despite AD’s high heritability and tens of AD-GWAS-associ-

ated genetic loci, functional interpretation and finemapping of

variants remains challenging, as many lie in the non-coding

genome.8,12,13 A common hypothesis for non-coding variants

is that they disrupt cell-type-specific regulatory elements to

affect gene expression and thus downstream endophenotypes,

but high-resolution and cell-type-specific QTLs and regulome

maps are required to prioritize candidate variants and their func-

tions. Our integrated resource across AD patients at different

stages of the disease allowed us to prioritize functional AD-

GWAS variants and could be used in the future to understand

other brain-related and neuron-centric diseases. Interestingly,

heritability enrichment analysis suggested that disease-specific

maps may modestly outperform disease-agnostic ones.

AD-GWAS studies have been very successful in identifying

non-coding common variants. However, rare and often coding

variants, including known mutations in APP and PSEN1/2, are

largely neglected by GWAS studies and are studied separately

from non-coding variants. The integrated epigenomic and tran-

scriptomic regulatory circuitry from our study represents a rich

resource and significant foundation to integrate common and

rare variants contributing to AD and look for convergence in

functional effects.

In addition to the local epigenomic changes that mostly take

placeduring the early stage of ADprogression,we see global dys-

regulation of the epigenome in cells from late-AD individuals and

widespread cell identity loss at the late stage of the disease.

This type of dysregulation, termed ‘‘epigenomic erosion’’ in aging

cells, is marked by repressive chromatin regions becoming more

accessible and open-chromatin regions becoming less acces-

sible.47–49 Interestingly, we observe a gradient of erosion across

cells, suggesting that there is a spectrum of epigenome dysregu-
4434 Cell 186, 4422–4437, September 28, 2023
lationandcell identity loss that reflectsdiseaseprogression. Func-

tional studies are warranted to elucidate whether epigenome

erosion is the cause of dysregulation, if erosion is a downstream

effect of cell identity loss, or if these two processes occur jointly.

Overall, our datasets, analyses, and the resulting resources

provide a cell-type-specific foundation to understand AD regula-

tory circuitry, reveal epigenomic and transcriptomic dynamics

with regards to AD, and prioritize and map genetic variants to

their targets at the cell-type resolution in the human brain. Addi-

tionally, we report significant epigenomic dysregulation at the

genome scale in individual cells in the late stage of AD progres-

sion, opening up new directions for mechanistic investigation.

Limitations of the study
We envision multiple future directions and improvements based

on our work. First, although ATAC-seq generates a comprehen-

sive epigenomic landscape, the resulting chromatin accessibility

alone lacks indication of fine-grained chromatin states (e.g., en-

hancers vs. promoters; active vs. poised elements). Therefore,

complementing ATAC-seq with histone ChIP-seq will allow us

to gain a more comprehensive view of the epigenomic dynamics

at different chromatin states during AD progression. Themajority

of the ATAC and RNA nuclei in the study were measured sepa-

rately. Even though we computationally align the two modalities,

the time-displaced dynamics of the transcriptome relative to the

epigenome, especially in the disease context, means that con-

current profiling will enable amore accurate map of the regulato-

ry circuitry. Finally, while we identify and characterize epige-

nomic erosion as a hallmark of late AD, we lack a clear picture

of the progression of epigenomic erosion in AD. Putting together

a time-series picture of AD progression that includes epigenomic

erosion must be addressed at multiple scales: across individ-

uals, brain regions, and at the cellular level, and frommultiple an-

gles, especially in the context of regional and local AD pathology,

molecular changes in these cells before and after erosion, and in

the spatial context of eroded cells.
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

NeuN antibody Synaptic Systems Cat# 266004; RRID: AB_2619988

Lamin B1 antibody Abcam ab229025

Biological samples

Frozen adult postmortem human brain tissue BA9 RUSH, ROS/MAP N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

IGEPAL CA-630 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# I8896

Recombinant RNase inhibitor Takara Bio Cat# 2313B

Iodixanol Sigma-Aldrich Cat# D1556

Tween 20 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P9416

Bovine Serum Albumin 30% Sigma-Aldrich Cat# A8577

Digitonin Invitrogen Cat# BN20061

Triton X- Sigma-Aldrich Cat# T8787

DTT Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 43816

Trypan Blue Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 93595

Critical commercial assays

Chromium Next GEM Single Cell Multiome

ATAC + Gene Expression Kit

10x Genomics Cat# 1000282

Chromium Single Cell 30 GEM,

Library & Gel Bead Kit v3

10x Genomics Cat# 1000075

Chromium Single Cell ATAC

Library & Gel Bead Kit

10x Genomics Cat# 1000110

Deposited data

Overview of the resource and data

generated by this study

This study http://compbio.mit.edu/ad_epigenome/

Raw data, processed matrices,

metadata, and integration

This study https://personal.broadinstitute.org/bjames/AD_snATAC/

Protected individual raw data in this study This study Synapse: https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn52293417

Software and algorithms

cellranger-atac 10x Genomics https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-atac/software

cellranger 10x Genomics https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-

expression/software/

ArchR Granja et al.59 https://www.archrproject.com/

MACS2 Zhang et al.60 https://pypi.org/project/MACS2/

GREAT McLean et al.36 http://great.stanford.edu/

ComBat Johnson et al.61 https://rdrr.io/bioc/sva/man/ComBat.html

scATAC-scRNA integration This paper http://compbio.mit.edu/AD_snATAC

Harmony Korsunsky et al.62 https://portals.broadinstitute.org/harmony/articles/

quickstart.html

BB-kNN Pola�nski et al.63 https://github.com/Teichlab/bbknn

RUVseq Risso et al.64 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

RUVSeq.html

Nebula He et al.65 https://github.com/lhe17/nebula

edgeR Robinson et al.66 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

edgeR.html

(Continued on next page)
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TFBStools Tan et al.67 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

TFBSTools.html

S-LDSC Bulik-Sullivan et al.37 https://github.com/bulik/ldsc

CoCoA-diff Park et al.68 https://ypark.github.io/mmutil/

Knockoff Candes et al.69 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/knockoff/

index.html

limma Ritchie et al.70 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

limma.html

coloc Giambartolomei et al.71 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/coloc/

index.html

moloc Giambartolomei et al.72 https://github.com/clagiamba/moloc

Other

Dounce tissue grinders DKW Life Sciences Cat# 06434

SPRIselect beads Beckman Coulter Cat# B23318

40-micron cell strainer Corning Cat# 22363547

C-Chip Disposable Hemacytometer INCYTO Cat# DHC-N015
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the Lead Contact, Manolis Kellis (manoli@

mit.edu).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d Single-nucleus ATAC-seq, RNA-seq, and multiome data will be available through the AD Knowledge Portal on Synapse upon

publication of thismanuscript. The data will be available here: https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn52293417. The data are

available under controlled use conditions set by human privacy regulations. To access the data, a data use agreement is

needed. This registration is in place solely to ensure the anonymity of the ROSMAP study participants. A data use agreement

can be agreed with either Rush University Medical Center (RUMC) or with SAGE, which maintains Synapse, and can be down-

loaded from their websites (https://adknowledgeportal.synapse.org/). Additional processed data, matrices, metadata, and

integration are available https://personal.broadinstitute.org/bjames/AD_snATAC/, with the overview and detailed file explana-

tion available at http://compbio.mit.edu/ad_epigenome/. Integrative visualization and exploration of the single-cell data are

available with UCSC Cell Browser interface https://rosmap-ad-aging-brain.cells.ucsc.edu.73

d Code for analysis, including snATAC and snRNA data processing, GWAS analysis, QTL calling are available at https://github.

com/KellisLab/AD_regulome_analysis and Zenodo (8287248, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8287248). The code for single-

cell module detection for ATAC-seq, multiomics, and peak-gene linking are available at https://github.com/KellisLab/

epiclust and Zenodo (8292785, https://zenodo.org/record/8292785).

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Data reporting
We did not use statistical methods to predetermine the sample size.

Human subjects
We selected 427 individuals from ROSMAP from the Religious Orders Study and RushMemory and Aging Project (ROSMAP),30 both

ongoing longitudinal clinical-pathologic cohort studies of aging and dementia, in which all participants are brain donors. The studies

include clinical data collected annually, detailed postmortem pathological evaluations, and extensive genetic, epigenomic, transcrip-

tomic, proteomic, andmetabolomic bulk-tissue profiling and performed snRNA-seq on the prefrontal cortex region of these samples
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(Mathys et al.29). For 92 of the samples, we carried out snATAC profiling as well. The 92 samples are with a variety of AD-related

pathological and cognitive measurements, and are grouped into 48 controls (22 female; 26 male), 29 early-stage AD (15 female;

14 male) and 15 late-stage AD (9 female; 6 male) samples. The AD grouping was based on a k-means clustering using seven path-

ological phenotypes, including a global AD pathology, molecularly specific amyloid-b and tangles, and global cognition proximate to

death. The ages between AD groups are matched, without significant difference (Table S1). Informed consent was obtained from

each subject, and the Religious Orders Study and Rush Memory and Aging Project were each approved by an Institutional Review

Board (IRB) of Rush University Medical Center. Participants also signed an Anatomic Gift Act, and a repository consent to allow their

data to be repurposed.

METHOD DETAILS

Nuclei isolation from frozen postmortem prefrontal cortex
Frozen postmortem brain tissue was used to isolate nuclei as previously described (Mathys et al., Nature 2019) with some modifi-

cations. Briefly the brain tissue was homogenized in Homogenization buffer (700mL), the homogenate was filtered through a 40mm

cell strainer, Working solution (450mL) was added and loaded as a 25% Iodixanol solution on top of a 30%–40% Iodixanol density

gradient (750mL 30% Iodixanol solution, 300mL 40% Iodixanol solution). The nuclei were separated by centrifugation on a fixed rotor,

tabletop centrifuge (5 min, 10000g, 4�C). Nuclei pellet was collected and transferred on a new tube, washed twice with 1mL ice-cold

PBS/0.04% BSA (centrifuged 3 min, 300g, 4�C) and resuspended in 100mL PBS/0.04% BSA.

Droplet-based snRNA-seq
For the snRNA profiling, nuclei were counted using a manual hemocytometer and concentration was adjusted to 1000 nuclei per mL.

The droplet-based 10x scRNA-seq assay was used to target 5000 nuclei per brain region and individual and libraries were prepared

with the 10x Genomics Chromium Single-Cell 30 Reagent Kit v3 according to manufacturer’s protocol (CG000183 Rev.A). Pooled

libraries were sequenced using the NovaSeq 6000 S2 sequencing kits (100 cycles, Illumina).

Droplet-based snATAC-seq
For the snATAC profiling the remaining nuclei were spun down, resuspended in 1x Diluted Nuclei buffer and their concentration was

adjusted to 2500 nuclei per mL. For the library construction, 5000 nuclei per brain region and individual were targeted using the 10x

Genomics Chromium Single-Cell ATAC Reagent Kit v1 following the manufacturer’s protocol (CG000168 Rev.D). Pooled libraries

were sequenced using the NovaSeq 6000 S2 sequencing kits (100 cycles, Illumina).

Droplet-based single cell multiome-seq (gene expression- and ATAC-seq)
The single cell ATAC and gene expression (GEX) profiles were generated using the 10x Genomics Chromium Next GEM Single Cell

Multiome ATAC + GEX assay kit, which allows preparation of paired ATAC and GEX libraries from the same nuclei sample, following

manufacturer’s instructions (CG000338, Rev. A). Nuclei were isolated as described above and resuspended in 1x Diluted Nuclei

buffer containing RNase inhibitors and 1mM DTT. Nuclei were counted with a manual hemocytometer and used at a final concen-

tration of 2500–5000 nuclei per mL to achieve 7000 targeted nuclei recovery per sample. Generated libraries were pooled and

sequenced on NovaSeq 6000 using S2 sequencing kit (100 cycles, Illumina).

Experimental validation of epigenome erosion using Lamin-B1 staining
Fixed human medial frontal cortex human tissue was sectioned at 40mm using a vibratome. Blocking buffer (PBS containing 5%

bovine serum albumin, 1% normal donkey serum and 0.3% Triton X-100) was used to block the sections for 1 h at room temperature

(RT). The sections were then incubated for 24 h at 4�C with the primary antibodies in blocking buffer. Tissue sections were probed

with NeuN (Synaptic Systems, #266004 1:1000) and Lamin B1 (Abcam, #ab229025 1:500). Following primary antibody incubation,

the sections were washed three times for 5min each at RT in PBS and then incubated with secondary antibodies (dilution 1:1000) and

Hoechst 33342 (Sigma-Aldrich; Cat#94403) for 2 h at RT. After three more 5-min washes in PBS, the slices were mounted on Super-

frost Plus Slides (Fisherbrand; 870 Cat#12-550-15) and incubated in TrueBlack (Biotium; Cat#23007) for 90 s. After a final round of

washes, the coverslips were applied to Fluromount-G (SouthernBiotech; Cat#0100-01). Primary antibodies were visualized with

Alexa Fluor 488 and Alexa Fluor 555, antibodies (Molecular Probes), and cell nuclei were visualized with Hoechst 33342 using a

confocal microscope (LSM 900; Zeiss) with a 203 or 633 objective. For this analysis, a subset of 10 subjects from the larger cohort

in our study were selected; 5 subjects were assigned as controls and 5 subjects were assigned as high erosion based on scores

computed by our snATAC-seq analysis. For quantification, 3D reconstructions were rendered through IMARIS (Oxford Instruments)

from a series of 12 Z-steps at 20x for all samples. The intensity of Lamin B1 expression was measured on masks created around

NeuN-positive cell surfaces after maximal projection. On average, 129 NeuN-positive cell surfaces were quantified from control sub-

jects (n = 91 to 164 NeuN-positive cell surfaces per 5 subjects in this group) and 122 NeuN-positive cell surfaces from high erosion

subjects (n = 85 to 173 NeuN-positive cell surfaces per 5 subjects in this group). The images were manually assessed in IMARIS for

quality control to avoid the potential inclusion of autofluorescence lipofuscin granules if present. The data was plotted with Graphpad

Prism (Version 10.0.2) and statistical significance determined with a Student’s t test.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

snATAC data processing and major cell type annotation
We used ‘‘cellranger-atac mkfastq’’ (V1.1.0) to demultiplex BCL files into Fastq raw sequencing data, and then ran ‘‘cellranger-atac

count’’ to map the reads onto human reference genome (GRCh38) and obtain the fragment file of each sample. We then utilized

ArchR (V1.0.1) to process the snATAC-seq data, using fragment files as input.59 We performed the first round of doublet removal

within each sample using the ‘‘filterDoublets’’ function.

For the ‘‘high-quality cell’’ analysis, we selected the cells with TSS enrichment >6 and number of fragments between 1000 and

100,000. We performed Iterative LSI dimension reduction and clustering using a 500 bp tile matrix, with parameters ‘‘iterations =

4, resolution = 0.2, varFeat = 50000’’. Cell embedding visualization was performed using UMAP. We estimated gene expression

score using ArchR, and then quantified the cell type signature of each cluster based on PsychENCODE marker genes.74 We calcu-

lated themean of gene scores of all the cell marker genes in each cell type for each cluster, which were then used to assign cell types.

We performed a second round of doublet removal at cluster level by discarding the cell clusters that show ambiguous cell type

marker signal and meanwhile locate between two clusters that show clear cell type signature.

For the ‘‘erosion’’ analysis, we selected the cells with TSS enrichment >1 and number of fragments between 1000 and 100,000.We

performed Iterative LSI dimension reduction and clustering using a 500 bp tile matrix, with parameters ‘‘iterations = 3, resolution =

0.2, varFeat = 50000’’. Cell embedding visualization was performed using UMAP. We performed a second round of doublet removal

at cluster level using the same strategy as ‘‘TSS enrichment >6’’ analysis described above.

After cell annotation, we performed peak calling at pseudobulk level using MACS2, with a q-value threshold 0.01. Peak functional

annotation was carried out using GREAT, and the functional terms frommolecular functions (MF), biological process (BP) and cellular

component (CC) are selected and shown. Cell-type-specific peaks are identified using the getMarkers function from ArchR, with

‘‘FDR % 0.01 & Log2FC R 1’’ as thresholds, and adjusted for TSS enrichment and library size.

Candidate TF regulator identification
We first used chromVar implemented in ArchR to perform motif enrichment analysis and calculate Z score across all the cells. The

genome-widemotif scanningmap fromCIS-BP database was used for the chromVar analysis. To better identify functional TF in each

cell type, we calculated the Pearson correlation between the motif enrichment Z score against the ATAC-inferred gene expression,

across the low-overlapping cell aggregates using the ‘‘correlateMatrices’’ function (FDR<0.01 & correlation>0.5). Moreover, we per-

formed Pearson correlation analysis between ATAC-inferred gene expression and RNA-measured gene expression across the 7ma-

jor cell types, and applied a second filtering (FDR<0.1 & correlation>0.5), and the TFs that passed both correlation thresholds are

defined as the candidate TF regulators (Table S2).

snRNA clustering and cell assignments
snRNA counts were gathered using the CellRanger 10x pipeline. Analysis using the Scanpy framework consisted of count normal-

ization by (1) normalizing per-cell depth to 10000 counts per cell, then (2) log(1 + x) normalization, followed by (3) highly variable gene

selection across batches to 5000 highly variable genes. Next, batch correction was applied on these variable genes using the

ComBat framework within Scanpy. Finally, a low level UMAP embedding was generated using the standard Scanpy analysis frame-

work of PCA, approximate nearest neighbors, and UMAP calling. Clusters were identified using the Leiden algorithm, and cell types

were checked against marker genes.

Integration overview
We developed an approach for snATAC-snRNA integration that iteratively updates the snATAC gene score matrix, the snATAC-

snRNA integration, and the peak-gene links. In order to perform this integration, we start from an initial estimate of the gene score

matrix for snATAC cells and have no prior knowledge for the distal regulatory links or the snRNA-snATAC integration. At a high-level,

the following steps are taken.

1. Integrate snRNA (gene expression matrix) and snATAC (estimated gene score matrix)

2. Assign sub-cell types to the snATAC cells from the snATAC-snRNA joint space

3. Update peak-gene links based on the snRNA-snATAC integration

4. Re-estimate the gene score matrix for snATAC data using the updated peak-gene links

5. Go back to step (1) and re-perform snRNA and snATAC integration.

These steps are each described in the sections below (integration, cell type assignment, peak-gene linking). Algorithm conver-

gence is defined as when the Pearson correlation between snRNA gene expression and the refined snATAC gene score reaches

a plateau. In the case of the PFC data, we found that after 2 iterations of updating links and re-estimating the gene score matrix there

is little to no improvement. Alternatively, since each iteration is performed manually, the user can determine when an integration is

sufficient. Since major cell types can be identified in both snATAC and snRNA, we integrate each major cell type separately to study

the variability within cell types more accurately, especially for neurons.
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Integration
Our initial estimate of the snATAC gene score matrix is done by inferring gene-level expression from chromatin accessibility in a

manner similar to ArchR.59 Briefly, from a set of 200 bp tiles across the genome, we count the number of reads residing within

5kb of each gene body, weighted by a score that exponentially decays by distance (e�|distance_to_genebody/5000| +e�1), thus up-weighing

proximal peaks and down-weighing distal peaks. Additionally, we set each gene’s possible contributing distal peaks to stop at the

next gene’s gene body at first. Finally, we add an additional gene score weight to scale gene length inversely. This weight corre-

sponds to the inverse of the gene length such that the smallest genes get a score of 5 and the largest genes get a score of 1. Finally,

the UMI counts for each snATAC cell get scaled such that the total count across all genes is 10,000, similar to snRNA-based normal-

ization strategies.

Once we have peak-to-gene linking information in subsequent rounds of integration, we incorporate these links in the snATAC

gene score matrix estimation. Specifically, we reweight the contribution of distal peaks using the computed peak-to-gene linking

probability scores output by the logistic regression model. When we use peak-gene links to calculate the gene score we do not

stop at nearby gene boundaries and instead use all gene-linked peaks (peak-gene links computed for peaks within 1Mb of the

gene TSS).

Once gene scores are obtained for both the ATAC and RNA modalities, each cell type is integrated separately. For each cell type,

we scale the ATAC and RNA gene matrices to 10,000 total counts per cell, then log(1 + x) scaled. Since we must severely correct

between ATAC and RNA, simple batch correction cannot correct full effects. We run ComBat,75 Harmony,62 and BB-kNN63 sequen-

tially through ScanPy to adjust ATAC-RNA differences. Next, we apply a diffusion map as implemented in Scanpy over the nearest

neighbor matrix to generate a latent space from which we calculate a UMAP embedding.

Cell type assignment
Using an ATAC-RNA integration, cell types are assigned by counting the number of sub cell types that are nearest neighbors from the

nearest neighbor matrix used to build the integrated UMAP. Leiden clustering76 is also applied on this neighbor matrix, with two

graphs from resolution parameters of 1 and 2 to build two levels of meta-cells from which peak-gene linking is estimated. However,

for the final integration UMAP, we instead use predicted cell type labels to create meta-cells to predict links.

Peak-gene linking
We develop a method for computing peak-gene links from either snATAC alone (first iteration of the integration) or from integrated

snATAC-snRNA (subsequent iterations). At a high level, we take the following steps for the first iteration.

1. Estimate and rescale the gene accessibility (gene score) matrix

2. Perform TF-IDF on and rescale the peak matrix

3. Concatenate the peak and gene accessibility matrices

4. Perform PCA on this concatenated matrix

5. Re-scale the PCA embeddings with different weights and concatenate these rescaled embeddings

6. Take dot product between peak and gene across embeddings to estimate their correlation

7. Compute the partial correlation adjusted for quality covariates, and transform by arctanh

8. Bin each peak-gene pair into a bin based on the peak sparsity and the gene sparsity

9. Compute per-bin statistics (mean, sd) of the correlation (over all (peak, gene) pairs in a bin)

10. Adjust the scores for individual pairs by z-scoring with the (mean, sd) statistics from their bin

11. Predict link probability from these scores using a logistic regression model

12. Multiply link probability by peak accessibility and normalize this as in ABC (accounting for gene density and distance) to obtain

the final linking scores

We describe these steps and the modifications for subsequent iterations in more detail below:

Peak-gene correlation is based on combined co-accessibility (i.e., within ATAC-seq) and peak-gene correlation (i.e., across as-

says). We calculated snATAC gene accessibility matrix (or gene scorematrix) as part of the integration as outlined above, either using

the ArchRmethod alone (in initialization) or peak-gene links reweighting the relative contribution of distal peaks (where the links used

are from the previous round of integration). We first calculate peak-gene accessibility PC embeddings per UMI for co-accessibility

and peak-gene accessibility-gene expression PC embeddings per metacell for peak-gene expression linking. Only peaks within 1Mb

of the gene TSS are considered for peak-gene linking.

To accurately scale peaks and gene accessibility, we ensure that each of these modalities has a per-UMI sum of 10,000. To do so,

gene accessibility scores are scaled to 10,000 per UMI. However, due to the sparsity inherent in an snATAC peak matrix, we utilize

term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) to initially scale the peakmatrix. Next, we scale the TF-IDFmatrix to 10,000 per-

UMI counts to ensure compatibility with gene accessibility. Finally, we concatenate the 10,000 per-UMI counts and log(1 + x) scale

the concatenated matrix before we call truncated PCA with 100 principal components.

After we perform an initial integration with snRNA, we include that data in order to more accurately capture correlations with tran-

scripts. Similar to co-accessibility embeddings, we calculate peak-gene embeddings in a similar manner. However, instead of
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calculating the embeddings per-UMI, we utilize a metacell like framework to combine ATAC and RNA modalities in a high enough

resolution that preserves accuracy. Here we use sub cell types per individual as meta cells. Similar to co-accessibility estimation,

we use TF-IDF for the peak matrix followed by scaling to 10000 counts per meta cell as well as 10,000 counts per UMI for both

gene accessibility and gene expression. In total, when combined, eachmeta-cell has 30,000 counts. Then, we utilize log(1 + x) scaling

followed by truncated PCA with 100 components to form a similar embedding.

This framework utilizes varying powers of the eigenvalues of the PC embeddings to generate five distinct embeddings scaling from

zero-phase component analysis (ZCA)77 to principal component analysis (PCA). Reweighting is performed following the equation

below, with eigenvalues s, eigenvectors V from PCA and power p as one of (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1), where the resulting embeddings

are adjusted by the eigenvalues, centered, and normalized:

V 0pi =
V�
i s

p � mV�
i
spffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

V�
i s

p � mV�
i s

p

q

When done for both co-accessibility and peak-gene embeddings, we use 10 total embeddings; when gene expression meta-cells

are included, we use 15 total embeddings. In these embeddings, we subtract their per-UMI means and Euclidean-norm the resulting

matrix so that the dot product in that space approximates Pearson correlation.

From these embeddings, we calculate initial scores between peaks and genes by taking the dot product between two indices in the

embeddings. In order to remove the effect of TSS enrichment and number of fragments on these correlations, we compute partial

correlations over the peak-gene embeddings instead of raw correlations. Partial correlations allow for adjustment due to these fac-

tors, but the classical partial correlation algorithm requires a matrix inverse of the autocorrelation matrix, which is infeasible for peak-

peak or peak-gene correlations. Instead, we compute partial correlations as:
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Given a correlation rij, covariate correlations as bi, and covariate auto-correlationmatrix as A.We reduce this to the following equa-

tion, which we use to compute the partial correlation:
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Since A�1 and b can be computed beforehand, the pairwise partial correlations can be easily calculated from this formula. The sign

S can be calculated using intermediate products. We transform these correlations using the hyperbolic arctangent (Fisher’s trans-

form), to stabilize the variance of these correlations, which is especially important when quantifying high correlations.

Next, we stratified all peaks by their sparsity into 50 bins and all gene accessibility scores into another 50 bins by sparsity.We group

peaks and genes into these bins by sparsity in order to find sparsity bin-specific baselines fromwhichwe can remove contributions to

correlations inflated by technical issues. For each pair of bins (peak sparsity and gene sparsity), we calculate the mean and standard

deviations of all the scores for peak and gene tuples that fall into this pair of bins. However, due to the computational intractability of

calculating all peak-gene pairs to estimate the mean and standard deviation of peak-gene correlations is infeasible computationally,

we estimate these metrics by sampling. Since Fisher transformed Pearson correlations have a known standard error, we perform a

power calculation (Z = 2 and margin of error of 0.05) to compute how many peak-gene pairs to sample for our estimates for each

sparsity bin (gene, peak) pair. Finally, we smooth these means and standard deviations across sparsity bins using a Gaussian

smoothing filter.

Once we set the mean and standard deviation for each peak-gene pair, we calculate z-scores for each peak-gene pair, such that

the transformed and z-scored partial correlation between gene i and peak j is:

rzij =
arctanh

�
V 0
i $V

0
j

�
� mfi;jg

sfi;jg

Where the mean and standard deviation are the bin-wise estimates described above. We then normalize the Fisher transformed

partial correlations by themean and standard deviation derived from the binsmentioned above to produce z-scores for each of the 10

embeddings. In order to find baselines for each gene for peak-gene linking, we calculate corresponding random-peak to gene

z-scores by taking 5 random peaks and correlating them to the target gene for each peak.

Finally, we train a logistic regression model to distinguish peak-to-gene z-scores against 5 random peak-to-gene z-scores per

candidate peak-gene link as mentioned above. We sample the random peaks from a different chromosome to guarantee that

they are not cis-acting regulators of the gene. We separately compute the peak accessibility, multiply it by the logistic regression

probability, and normalize it as in ABC, accounting for distance and gene density.78 Specifically, we use Activity � Contact � ProbabilityP
gene

Activity � Contact � Probability
,
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using the Hi-C power of �0.87 and scale parameter of 5.41 (parameters to the ABC model) to estimate contact, with activity defined

by pseudo-bulk accessibility, and the probability as mentioned above. We call links as peak-gene pairs with scores above a cutoff of

0.001, which we determined based on testing against PLAC-seq.11

Peak modules
The peak-gene accessibility embeddings and adjustments generated for the peak to gene linking provide methodology to cluster

peaks together. Moreover, we utilize a custom distance function given to the high-performance UMAP library to find 10 approximate

nearest neighbors according to the z-scores. Usingmethodology inspired by BB-kNN,63 both top peak-peak correlations, peak-gene

accessibility correlations, and gene accessibility-gene accessibility correlations are concatenated to provide a balanced nearest

neighbor graph across peaks and gene accessibility.

Since clustering peaks only requires high confidence correlation scores, nodes (peaks or genes) are filtered such that each embed-

ding contains at least one correlation Z score in one of its embeddings in the 95th percentile. Thus, peaks with low connectivity do not

hurt the clusters.

Because these nearest neighbor graphs are calculated for each of the five co-accessibility embeddings, we utilize the multiplex

Leiden community detection algorithm over these five graphs with a resolution parameter of 1 and a maximum community size of

2500 under a Reichardt and Bornholdts Pottsmodel with a configuration null model. The community size restriction ensures that large

modules do not dominate; however, this means that modules with similar profiles may coexist.

Differentially accessible peak modules
Differentially accessible modules are calculated by summing all counts in amodule per cell, then using a combination of RUVseq and

Nebula to calculate differential modules at the single cell level.64,65 We utilize 10 RUV pseudobulk terms and the covariates: age, sex,

postmortem interval, and number of fragments. We demonstrate (Supplementary Data) that this approach has similar results to using

edgeR66; however, this approach leverages the single cell nature of snATAC-seq.

Module enrichments
Module enrichments for Gene Ontology terms were calculated via GREAT and the rGREAT package, using a background set of all

module peaks.36 Adjusted p values were found via the HyperFdrQ column from returned tables and a cutoff of HyperFdrQ <0.01 was

used. Additional cutoffs to ensure relevance included: GO terms below 500 genes per term, at least 50 foreground regions per GO

enrichment, and at least five foreground genes. TF binding sites were calculated from the JASPAR 2022 core motif set using the mo-

tifmatchr and TFBStools packages.79 Motif enrichments were then calculated via a hypergeometric test per module by comparing

the number of peaks intersecting motif binding sites to all peaks in the module. A background set of peaks consisted of all peaks

across that cell type’s peak modules.

TF enrichments for AD DEG-linked peaks
AD-DEG linked peaks were enriched for motifs in a similar manner to module TF enrichments using a peak set of AD-DEG linked

peaks with a score above 0.001; however, background peaks used were all linked peaks with a linking score above 0.001.

GWAS heritability enrichment
GWAS heritability enrichment analysis was carried out using S-LDSC (v1.0.1) based on the tutorial.37 The enrichment was quantified

as the proportion of heritability normalized by the proportion of SNPs covered; the standard error was then calculated and used for p

value calculation. AD-GWAS studies from Bellenguez et al., 2022, Jansen et al., 2019 and Kunkle et al., 2019 were used. Summary

statistics files of other GWAS studies that are curated by LDSC were downloaded and used for the analysis (https://data.

broadinstitute.org/alkesgroup/LDSCORE/independent_sumstats/). For the microglia peaks partitioned by genomic regions, the en-

hancers are from a published study,11 defined as peaks with H3K27ac but not H3K4me3. For the LDSC analysis on aQTL loci, we

took the aQTL lead SNPs in each major cell-type, extended 5k from each end, and then performed LDSC for the resulting 10k

aQTL regions.

Sc-eQTLs analysis
For each major cell type, we used a poisson-gamma model to calculate the average gene expression, with a sequencing depth

parameter estimated at the cell level, and a mean parameter estimated at the individual level. The individual-level mean parameter

was estimated using an integrative variation inference framework.68 The confounding factors underlying the individual-level gene

expression matrix were then estimated in an adaptive way. We defined a control gene set for each gene by using the top correlated

genes located across different chromosomes. We identified the principal components (PCs) and took the first 50 PCs as covariates.

Next, we built knock-off filters80 for a genotype dosage matrix sampled from the 1MB cis-window surrounding the TSS for each

gene. We used a singular value decomposition (SVD) to estimate the PCs across the sampled genotype matrix. The top PCs that

account for over 80% of variation was used to estimate the confounding factors that correspond to the genetic structures. We esti-

mated a knock-off design matrix using scalable techniques reported previously.81–83 Lastly, we carried out a mulit-variate regression

for each gene between the pseudo-bulk profiles, versus the observed and knock-off genotype matrix, respectively. A Beyesian
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spike-and-slab regression was applied before measuring the posterior inclusion probability (PIP) for each SNP. The difference be-

tween the PIP on the observed variable vs. the knock-off counterpart was used to calculate the knock-off statistics. The optimal

threshold of false discovery rate (FDR) was determined using the R knock-off package.69

ATAC-QTL (aQTL) calling and colocalization with AD-GWAS
We generated a peak by individual row count pseudo-bulk matrices for each major cell type by aggregating the cells from each in-

dividual in each cell type, and then calculated a normalization factor to scale the raw library size for each matrix. We then used the

voom function from Limma70 to transform the scaled data to Log2(counts per million) and estimated the mean-variance relationship,

which was then used to compute appropriate observation-level weight. The resulting matrix was sent for PEER factor estimation to

uncover potential unwanted variation. We included the first 35, 40, 35, 12, 30, 35 peer factors for the excitatory neuron, inhibitory

neuron, astrocyte, oligodendrocyte, OPC and microglia for aQTL calling, which maximize the sensitivity of QTL identification. We

used FastQTL permute to identify gPeaks and meanwhile perform multi-testing correction of SNPs being tested for each peak.84

The adjusted empirical p value for each SNP was extrapolated based on the beta distribution of each peak. We utilized empirical

p value <0.005 on the lead variant to define significant gPeak.Within each gPeak, we calculated the nominal p value that corresponds

to the adjusted empirical p value of 0.005 and used it to define aQTLs for each locus.

We then performed colocalization between aQTL andAD-GWAS (Jansen et al., 2019) using coloc71 for the loci with p value<1x10�5

to identify the sub-optimal GWAS loci that can be explained by aQTLs. Colocalization analysis was performed with the hg19

coordinates. The aQTL-AD-GWAS colocalization was defined by PP4>0.1. We then include single-cell eQTLs to perform multiple-

trait-colocalization for the aQTL-AD-GWAS colocalized loci usingmoloc.72 The aQTL-eQTL-AD-GWAS colocalized loci were defined

by PPA.abc>0.1 (PPA.abc denotes the posterior probability that all three genetics components colocalize) and PPA.abc>PPA.ac.b+

PPA.ac (where PPA.ac.b and PPA.ac represent the posterior probability AD-GWAS and aQTL colocalize, but eQTL does not and that

no eQTL effect is observed at the locus, respectively). LD expansion for AD GWAS loci (Figure S3G) was based on the Phase 3 of

European ancestry genome structure curated by 1000 Genomes.85

Cell-type sharing of aQTL
For each pair of cell-types across all the cell types, we estimated aQTL sharing for the aQTLs whose targeting peaks are shared be-

tween the two cell-types using a previously-reported directionality-dependent method.43 For all the lead aQTLs that are significant in

at least one cell-type (discovery cell type), we tested whether their aQTL-effect directionalities are consistent in each of the rest of the

cell types (replication cell type). The directionality consistency was then calculated as the percentage of gPeak-aQTL pairs that show

consistent directionality (either positive or negative) between the discovery cell type and the replication cell type.We further group the

aQTLs into six bins depending on their nominal p values in the replication cell type: (i) p < 10�9, (ii) 10�9<p < 10�7, (iii) 10�7<p < 10�5,

(iv) 10�5<p < 10�3, (v) 10�3<p < 0.1, and (vi) no effect (p > 0.1), and calculated the aQTL directionality consistency within each of the

p-value bins. Lastly, the proportion of cell-type-sharing (Figure S4E) aQTLs was quantified as:

Sharing =
Xnbin
i = 1

Perci 3 ½DCi � ð1 � DCiÞ�
where the Perci represents the percentage of aQTLs of bin i, and
 the DCi represents the aQTL directionality consistency of bin i.

Cell fraction change during AD progression
The cell composition change between non-AD, early-AD and late-AD was first carried out at the major cell type level using the

snATAC and snRNA cells, respectively. The fraction of each cell type in each individual was calculated and compared across different

AD groups. All of the composition analysis was done using propeller (Figures 5B–5D, S5D, and 6B), a published method designed to

test for compositional changes in single-cell data.86 The statistical tests were based on the Anova testing implemented in propeller.

We included age of death, sex, and postmortem interval (pmi) as covariates when testing the significance of composition change

against AD status. For Figures 5B–5D and S5D, we tested across all three AD groups (non-AD, early-AD, and late-AD). For Figure 6B,

we test late-AD versus non/early-AD, as we are specifically looking at the late-AD change in cell fraction associated with epigenomic

erosion. For the subtypes with more than 500 cells, we further performed composition change analysis within each major cell type.

Identification of de-identified ATAC cells
We used a very loose TSS enrichment threshold (>1) for ATAC cell filtration to make sure that the biologically-induced de-identified

cells are included in the analysis. After dimension reduction and clustering as described in the ‘‘snATAC data processing and major

cell type annotation’’ section, we examined the marker expression signature of each major cell type for each cluster. The cluster that

does not show clear marker expression signatures for any of the major cell types was defined as the ‘‘de-identified’’ cell population.

For the clusters that show relatively weak cell typemarker signature compared to the corresponding normal major cell types that they

are contiguous to, and meanwhile stretched to the ‘‘de-identified’’ cell population, they are assigned as the de-identified cell groups
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for the corresponding major cell types. We then interrogated the distribution of normal vs. de-identified cells during AD progression,

and confirmed that the late-stage AD samples are enriched for the de-identified cells, andmeanwhile depleted for the corresponding

normal cell populations.

Per-cell level epigenomic erosion score estimation
We quantified epigenome erosion at per-cell level based on the fragment distribution in ChromHMM states for the dorsolateral pre-

frontal cortex (E073)51 with the following steps: 1) for each cell, we calculate the fraction of reads in each of the 18 ChromHMMstates,

resulting in a 414k x 18 cell by state matrix; 2) we perform center log ratio (CLR) normalization across cells; 3) for each cell in each

chromatin state, we calculate its deviation to the mean of that ChromHMM state; 4) for each cell, the deviations from 18 ChromHMM

states were summed up, with the active states (Enhancers; TSS; Tx) assigned negative sign, and the repressive regions (Quies, Repr,

Het, TxWk) assigned positive sign, such that a higher positive score represents that the repressive regions are more opened, and

therefore the corresponding cell is more eroded in the epigenome.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Overview and detailed file explanation of dataset files available at http://compbio.mit.edu/ad_epigenome/. Integrative visualization

and exploration of the single-cell data are available with UCSCCell Browser interface https://rosmap-ad-aging-brain.cells.ucsc.edu.
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Figure S1. Chromatin accessibility landscape and TF analysis across human brain cell types, related to Figure 1

(A) UMAP for snRNA-seq, colored by high-resolution sub-cell-types.

(B) UMAP for snATAC-seq, colored by technical and biological variables.

(C) ATAC signal tracks surrounding the TSS (represented by the dotted line) of the known cell type marker genes (signal normalized by total number of reads

in TSSs).

(D) Expression of major cell type marker genes (column-scaled; top, snRNA-seq; bottom, snATAC-seq).

(E) Accessibility of ATAC peaks for each cell type.

(F) Accessibility of cell-type-specific ATAC peaks for each cell type.

(G) Accessibility of cell-type-specific ATAC peaks (left) in TSS proximal regions (<2 kb) with the gene expression of the corresponding nearest genes (right).

(H) TF footprinting examples of candidate TF regulators (NEUROD6, excitatory neurons; SPI1, microglia; SOX10, oligodendrocytes).
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Figure S2. snATAC-snRNA integration and module analysis, related to Figure 2

(A) Marker gene correlation between ATAC and RNA across the 61 subtypes in our integration versus those of scGLUE and Seurat.

(B) Schematic for first round of peak-to-gene linking using snATAC-seq information only. Subsequent rounds include snRNA-seq information and are performed

on integrated meta-cells.

(C) Number of linked peaks for each gene identified across all the cell types.

(D) Distribution of peak-to-gene distance of the links identified.

(E) Recovery (AUROC) of cell-type-specific PLAC-seq by inferred links (error bar is standard deviation).

(F) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for cell-type-specific PLAC-seq.

(G) Motif enrichment of ATAC modules for 114 top-enriched TFs.

(H) Astrocyte co-accessibility module-TF networks.
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Figure S3. GWAS enrichment analysis and variant prioritization, related to Figure 3

(A) Number of peaks called independently from AD or control samples and their overlap.

(B) Heritability enrichment of AD- or control-derived peaks (stratified LDSC).

(C) Heritability enrichment of the major cell types across multiple neurological (green), immune-related (purple) and other GWAS traits (gray) (p value by S-LDSC

with z-score calculation).

(D) Heritability enrichment analysis across multiple GWAS traits at the high-resolution sub-type level (*adjusted p < 0.05, S-LDSC).

(E) TF footprinting of IRF8/5/2/1 across major cell types.

(F) Localization of microglia peaks intersected by specific TFBSs. TFs are sorted by their activity scores.

(G) Schematic for AD-GWAS variant prioritization using peak-to-gene links and external evidence.

(H) Amount of supporting evidence for prioritized AD-GWAS variants across cell types.
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Figure S4. ATAC-QTL calling and GWAS interpretation, related to Figure 4

(A) SNP effect for SNPs outside (top) and inside (bottom) of peaks against minor allele frequency.

(B) aQTL slope estimated with and without AD as a covariate in aQTL calling.

(C) SNP-to-peak distance vs. p value for all tested SNP-peak pairs (p value from FastQTL).

(D) Pairwise directionality consistency analysis of aQTL effect size between cell types (p value from FastQTL).

(E) Pairwise aQTL-sharing proportion between each of the two cell types estimated based on the aQTL directionality consistency between the two cell types

(STAR Methods).

(F) AD-GWAS vs. aQTL (microglia) p values. Loci are colored by significance of each analysis. ‘‘Sig-’’ represents significant aQTLs in microglia (see STAR

Methods) or genome-wide significant AD-GWAS (p value < 5310�8). ‘‘Sub-’’ stands for sub-threshold aQTL (nominal p value < 1310�4) or sub-threshold AD-

GWAS (5310�8 < p value < 1310�5).

(G) Heritability enrichment of AD-GWAS in aQTL loci (p value from S-LDSC).

(H) Number of colocalized aQTL and AD-GWAS loci in each cell type.
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Figure S5. AD-differential cell composition and module annotation, related to Figure 5

(A) snRNA-seq AD-DEG coefficient vs. the coefficient of the corresponding linked peaks in AD differential analysis (OLS, shadow is 95% confidence interval).

(B) Heritability enrichment of AD-DEG-linked peaks (top, z-scored coefficient; bottom, raw coefficient; *p < 0.05, S-LDSC).

(C) Volcano plots showing the AD-differential co-accessibility modules for early- vs. non-AD (left), late- vs. early-AD (middle), and late- vs. non-AD (right)

comparisons (nebula p value and log2FC).

(D) Subtype-level compositional changes in snRNA-seq between non-AD, early-AD, and late-AD within eachmajor cell type (p value from Anova using propeller).
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Figure S6. Cell identity loss and epigenome erosion, related to Figure 6

(A) Scatterplot of snATAC-seq QC metrics (number of fragments and TSS enrichment), colored by AD status (boxplots use Wilcoxon test).

(B) Age at death (left) and postmortem interval (right) between different AD groups (Wilcoxon tests between each pair).

(C) Fraction of ‘‘rescued’’ cells (TSS enrichment <6) between different AD groups (Wilcoxon tests between each pair).

(D) snATAC-seq UMAP, colored by log10(number of fragments).

(E) log10(number of fragments) vs. erosion score (Pearson correlation = 0.1).

(F) Erosion score distribution between AD groups across all the cells (top left) and in each major cell type.

(G) Proportion of AD-upregulated, AD-downregulated, and all H3K27ac peaks from Marzi et al.52 in each chromHMM state.

(H) UMAP for snATAC from MFC multiome (TSS enrichment >1).

(I) UMAP for snATAC from MFC multiome, colored according to whether a cell is from an eroded PFC sample or not.

(J) MFC snATAC-seq compositional changes between AD groups for the normal and de-identified cells (Wilcoxon).

(K) Log-fold change of the fraction of reads in each chromHMM state between de-identified cells vs. the corresponding normal cells in MFC.

(L) UMAP of cell-level erosion scores for the MFC data (higher score represents higher erosion).

(M) GREAT enrichments of differential peaks between de-identified vs. normal excitatory neurons (top) and for excitatory neurons between erosion score bins

(adjusted p value from GREAT hypergeometric test).

(N) Erosion DEGs from MFC RNA in de-identified cells as scored by ATAC modality. DEGs calculated in deidentified cells across erosion bins using DESeq2

(significance threshold of adjusted p value < 0.05).

(O) GO enrichments of erosion DEGs (adjusted p value < 0.01).

(P) Enrichment of erosion DEGs in AD-DEGs for multiple AD variables in the 427 individual single-cell RNA cohort (hypergeometric test, adjusted p value < 0.05).
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